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Welcome to the seventh edition of our newsletter

We hope it will raise awareness of the positive effects that responsible tourism brings to a region,
describe our own on-going projects in the Himalaya and outline our plans for the future.
The last year has been busy and exciting for us as our fund raising has gone from strength to
strength and our supporters have been busy with sponsored events which has allowed us to help
even more communities in the Himalaya.
Exodus has been operating tours in the
Himalaya for well over 30 years and for
many of us it is one of the most beautiful
and welcoming parts of the world. Tourism
is one of the most important and largest
industries on the planet. It employs more
people worldwide than any other, with
millions of families relying on tourism for
their daily needs. The last few decades
have been dotted with disaster stories
where tourism has resulted in overdevelopment, destruction of environments
and in cultural misunderstandings

and mistrust. It has also recently been
embroiled in the debate about global
warming and carbon emissions caused by
flying. At Exodus we believe that our type
of small group, positive impact tourism can
bring benefits to many communities, help
preserve the environments we travel to
see, and provide real and positive social
exchanges.
It is only natural that we have been keen
to give something back, and we have
invested a great deal of time and effort in
several Himalayan projects. As a traveller,

we believe that you have as important a
role as we do. We believe that we provide
a framework for Responsible Tourism but
your choices and actions before, during
and after your holiday have a considerable
part to play. Exodus is a true pioneer in
Responsible Tourism. In 2010 Exodus was
delighted to receive no less than FOUR
awards at the prestigious British Travel
Awards including Silver for the most
Environmentally and Socially Responsible
Small Tour Operator.

Thulopatel Water
Project, Nepal

Our RT Policy
We have always believed in three
simple guiding principles for the
way in which we want to travel:

We should ensure that
communities benefit from
our visit
We realise that every
destination is someone
else’s home
We should leave places
as we would like to find
them
For details of our complete policy visit
exodus.co.uk/responsible-travel

Exodus partners with
Friends of Conservation
to support and run several
projects worldwide. For
the past few years this
has included our own Responsible Tourism
projects in the Himalayan region. All our
projects now come under Himalayan
Community Support’. In this news letter you
can read about them all and what we have
achieved in the last year.

In 2012 Carole Mahoney and Neil Bowman attempted
to climb to over 6,000m on Stok Kangri to raise
money which was split between the Tibet Relief
Fund and the Exodus Himalayan Community Support
projects.
Some of the money they raised went to the
Thulopatel water project. Water pipe, cement and
taps were bought for some of the houses and the
villagers brought water closer to the village by
pipe, built holding tanks and individual stand pipes
close to the houses. This means that the women
do not have to spend hours every day collecting
water as they have a pipe and tap within a few
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Nalbung – Smokeless stoves
and School, Nepal
The Nalbung Kalika School is a government school set above the Seti River,
which we have been supporting for several years. The school has nearly
100 students (including a nursery class) and only 3 teachers paid by the
government. Since 2009 we have been sponsoring a teacher at the school.
£250 pays a teacher’s salary for one year.

PONDER POINT

Plastic takes 1000 years to decom
pose at
sea level.
Glass takes 4000 years to decompose
at
sea level.

Nothing decomposes at
High Altitude!
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Tree Planting,
Braga, Nepal

Friends of Angels, Nepal
Angel’s is a children’s home in Patan, Nepal. It is home to 21 children, who are looked after
by Amrit and Aishworya. Some are orphans and some have been given up by a lone parent
too poor to care for the child. Dr Rosa and Dr Ian Matheson were the founders of Friends
of Angel’s in 2009. Working with many friends and supporters in the UK, Nepal and around
the world they raise the money to pay for the food, house rent and education of the
children. The Rotary Club of the Himalayan Gurkhas also lend a hand by handling any cash
transactions and auditing the books. Rosa and Ian visit Nepal to see the children every year,
spending time to ensure their welfare in a loving and caring environment. Brian Mildenhall
is a Friend of Angel’s and a regular Exodus client. In 2013 he cycled 1,011km from Lhasa to
Kathmandu, one of the ultimate bike ride challenges and at the same time he raised almost
£4,000 – enough to feed the children for six months, a project close to Brian’s heart.
In Brian’s own words: “Without doubt it was physically the hardest thing I have ever done.
In total I cycled 1,011km over 12 days from Lhasa to Kathmandu - 31,416 feet of ascent and
39,606 feet of descent! That’s 5.95 miles up and 7.5 miles down. It was the most fantastic,
awesome trip. As well at the Potala Palace in Lhasa and the wonderful monasteries, we
rode through valleys of barley fields with villagers harvesting by hand; alongside vast
lakes fed by glacial water; across the arid Tibetan plateau and over high mountain passes
festooned with hundreds of prayer flags. One of the highlights was cycling past Rongbuk
monastery and then along a gravel track to Everest Base Camp with incredible views of the
huge north face of Everest. Another highlight was the Tong La pass. At 5,100m it crosses
the Himalaya before a descent
of over 3,000m and 90miles to
Kathmandu. I visit Nepal almost
every year to see the children at
Angel’s and it’s great to see them
growing up happy in a loving and
caring family and to know that
every penny we raise is spent on
the children.”
In spring 2014 Exodus paid for
new school uniforms for all the
children
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economy.
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Shree Indreni Leck
School, Nepal
In 2010 our Nepali bike leader, Kumar Shrestha,
won our Newcomer of the Year Leader award
and in 2011 he won the Exodus Cycling Leader
of the Year award. Part of the prize was £500
to be donated to a project of his choice. Kumar
chose to help the Shree Indreni School, which
he visits on the Exodus Classic Nepal Ride
(MNN). His prize money paid for the roof to be
repaired, some of the classrooms painted and a prize
for the student who gets the highest marks every year. This year Kumar raised the
money to buy new school uniforms for all the children.

Guiding Disadvantaged Youths to
Professions, Nepal
This project was set up by Initiative Outdoor to give train unemployed young people to
work in the trekking industry. They ran a 3 months training course in mountain leadership
skills. Our local agent in Nepal has taken on one of the boys (Bikash) to work with Exodus
groups as an assistant guide (and hopefully a leader in future).

Deforestation is a problem in parts of Nepal.
Although a small part of this is caused by
the influx of trekkers, most is down to the
growing population’s need for fuel and
building materials. As well as ensuring
that our practices on trek do not add to
this problem, we have for several years
provided financial and practical support for
a small scale tree nursery in Braga in the
Annapurna region. Although on a very small
scale this project is now well established
due to a local man, Karma Gurung, and his
wife looking after the nursery. Every year
they collect seeds from local indigenous
species, plant, protect and grow them
before planting out the saplings. Due to
dryness, high altitude and harsh climate,
the survival rate of seeds and cuttings is
very low. However, Karma and his wife have

persevered and experimented and now get
around two hundred small trees planted
out onto the hillsides every year. Some
are planted on communal land to provide
a sustainable resource for the community,
whilst others are taken by local people to
plant on their own land.

School Sponsorship
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Follow the ‘Leave
No Trace’ principle
s
- carry a rubbish ba
g around with you
and take ALL non
burnable rubbish
out
of the mountains.

We believe education is an important part of
growing up. Some of our clients sponsor children
in both Nepal and India who either come from very
poor families or have lost one or both parents. These
children are now all in school either in Kathmandu or in their village. We are updated on their
progress regularly.

Well done to
Fura Doma Sherpa
I introduced Fura Doma to Richard Bannister in 2003,
just after she and her siblings lost their mother.
Richard is a regular Exodus client and has trekked
in Nepal many times. He kindly sponsored
Fura’s education at the Edmund Hillary School
in Khumjung, where she came 3rd in her final
exams. Fura excelled at the Little Angels Scholl in Kathmandu
with a first class pass and she has recently graduated from Nethaji Institute of Nursing
Sciences with a B.Sc. with distinction. Richard has supported Fura Doma throughout her
studies and was privileged to be at her graduation in India earlier this year. Richard and all
at Exodus wish her well in her chosen career and a big thank you to Richard.

Parabolic Solar
Cookers, Nepal
In Nepal in autumn 2007 we purchased
the first of many parabolic solar cookers.
These cookers are one of those rare things
in life that are genuinely a good thing for all
concerned. Although they can never totally
replace fuel burning stoves they have a
wide range of benefits, the key ones being:
• A reduction in the time spent (mainly by
women and children) collecting the wood,
thus allowing them to perform other
tasks or simply have more family time to
relax and play. In certain areas collecting
wood in forests can also be dangerous
because of attacks by wild animals.
• A reduction in the use of expensive
kerosene, which saves money for local
communities.
• A reduction in carbon emissions that
ultimately harm the planet we live on.
In addition these are made locally in
the Kathmandu Valley apart from the
reflectors, which have to be imported. Our
first stove was tested on the roof of our

Kathmandu office. Since then several of our
Nepali leaders spent a day at the workshop
learning how to erect the stoves so that we
could start installing them in some of the
lodges we use in the mountains. By 2011
we had donated and installed more than 50
solar cookers in the Everest region. In 2014
we donated new reflectors to repair a few
cookers damaged by a wind storm and we
new solar cookers to Pangboche and Dugla.
If you are on any of our treks in the Everest
region you should have seen the cookers in
action boiling water for the many trekkers
in the area.
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Exodus Hall of Fame
Award 2014
This year Exodus
introduced a new
leader award – The
Hall of Fame Award.
The first one went
to Valerie Parkinson,
who has worked in the
Himalaya for Exodus
Travels for 28 years.
The prize was £500
to be donated to a
project of her choice.
Valerie has divided
her prize money
between the Donkey
Sanctuary in Leh, the Hankar
Eco Cafe, HAMWWA and Thulopatel water projects.
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Respect local customs – dress respectfully –
read up before you go/ask your leader.

Ladakh Projects, Northern India

Danda Kharka, Nepal

Ladakh is in the far north of India on the Tibetan Plateau. We started our projects here in 2007 helping a couple
of families in the Markha Valley rebuild their homes after severe flooding.

This village is home to Chewang Sherpa, one of our popular trekking
guides, and several of our assistant guides. We have helped this
village for the past 6 years with various projects. In 2011 the village
was finally connected to a local hydro power plant. In 2013 we
raised and donated the money for the villagers to buy 15 metal
poles and cement to complete the project which the villagers
erected themselves.

Safe drinking water in the Hemis National Park, Ladakh

Kaji’s hydo project in
Dumili, Nepal
Many clients have trekked or climbed Mera Peak with our guide,
Kaji Sherpa. Kaji has also summited Everest 6 times, an amazing
achievement, and we at Exodus are very proud of him. Kaji comes
from Dumili, a village in the lower Everest region and his dream
was to help bring hydro electric to his village. This was done in
2013. The village now needs poles for the electric wire and we are
helping the village to fund this.
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Travel as light as possible – leave any
unnecessary
packaging at home.

High Altitude Workers
Welfare Association
(HAMWWA), Nepal
This small Nepali NGO was set up by a group of Nepali climbing
sherpas to help the families of climbing sherpas (and other trekking
staff or porters) who have lost their lives or livelihood climbing or
trekking. The job of a climbing sherpa in Nepal is hard and often
dangerous as can be seen from the tragedy which happened this
spring on Everest. They can lose their lives or get frostbite or other
injuries that stop them working. A family is then left without the
chief breadwinner and although most climbing sherpas are insured
by the company they work for the insurance money is hard to claim
and does not last very long and if they die after an expedition they
have no insurance. The High Altitude Workers Welfare Association
identifies families that need help and the money raised goes
towards the education of the children left behind. At the moment
we are sponsoring the education of 5 children – Pema Sherpa,
Karma Chhiri Sherpa, Bishal Magar, Lhakpa Gelu Sherpa and Ang
Daki Sherpa.

Since 2011 Exodus has been working with Niyamdu.Dro and YAFCAD (the Youth Association For Conservation
and Development of the Hemis National Park) on a Waste Management/Water Purification with UV filters
project. The aim is to prevent mineral water in plastic bottles being sold in the Hemis National Park and provide
an alternative source of safe drinking water. Approximately 35,000 bottles of mineral water are sold to trekkers
in the Markha Valley alone every summer. Plastic cannot be recycled in Ladakh and it is not worth anyone
taking it to other parts of India to be recycled. This is a huge problem for Ladakhis and this fragile high altitude
environment. There has been an agreement in place since Summer 2012 that the people of the Markha Valley
will not sell mineral water. Niyamdu. Dro have provided UV filters for Skiu, Markha and Chilling villages. In 2012
Exodus donated 2 UV filters for Rumbak and Hankar villages. Exodus has provided water containers for the tea
tents along the Markha Valley so that the owners can pressure boil water and store it in the large containers.
The safe drinking water (either UV filtered or pressure boiled) will then be sold to trekkers at Rs15 per litre. If
you are in Ladakh on our Markha Valley trek your leader will show you the filters
and explain the work of YAFCAD. The Hemis National park is home to a sizable
population of Snow Leopards and various projects have helped villagers realise
the importance of Snow Leopards for the area. Village home stays, cafes and
handicrafts have been developed to provide income from Snow Leopard and
other tourism. In December 2013 Exodus funded a felting workshop for the
women of Markha and Hankar. Exodus provided the money to the women’s
group in Hankar to decorate and set up a cafe. In summer 2014 Mia MacAllister
kindly volunteered to help the women’s group run an Eco Cafe, which caters
to trekkers and sells locally sourced and organic products. We have also
donated wire to Hankar village to build flood barriers as in the past 10 years
the water level of the river has risen and destroyed many fields.

Donkey Sanctuary, Leh
Set up a few years back by a Ladakhi and Joanne Lefson this sanctuary
helps look after old, injured or unwanted donkeys. Exodus has
sponsored two donkeys – named Exodus and Stok Kangri! If you are in
Leh ask your leader to take you there – take some carrots along with
you – the donkeys love them!!
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Buy biodegradable soap and
shampoo. Do not wash in local
streams to avoid polluting
water sources.

Buy a Brick Appeal
Help build a village
temple/community hall
in Ladakh

Ranbirpura is a village close to Tikse
and consists of 26 families. These
families have no village temple which
they can use for community events
and ceremonies such as funerals and
marriages. We have started a Brick
Appeal to help the villagers and you
can buy 150 bricks for £10.
www.exodus.co.uk/responsible-travel/our-projects/himalayancommunity-support
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A Big Thank You...
To all Exodus clients and friends, who donate so generously and also
raise funds through various challenges. Without your help we would
never have been able to achieve so much. We are very grateful to
everyone who supports us and would like to say a special thank you
to fundraisers Phil Chapman (see more below) Frances Stacey, Carole
Mahoney, Neil Bowman and Lynne Dabrowska as well as Steve Terry,
Celianne Crocker and Helen Connell, amongst many others.

Leader Awards

Travelwise & Coffeewise
An independent travel agency in Devizes, Wiltshire, has
for the past few years given us space to sell Indian and
Nepali handicrafts to raise money for our projects. A big
thanks to June Allan and her staff and if you are near
Devizes pop in for a cup of coffee and have a look at our
range of handicrafts for sale.

Mongolia or Bust!
This summer, keen fundraiser and intrepid adventurer, Phil Chapman,
headed off to Mongolia. To get there he planned to travel through 14
countries, pushing himself to the limits, conforming to the strict rules
of the ‘Mongol Rally’ - no support team, no Sat Nav, no 4 Star Hotels.
This is a challenge usually involving 4 wheeled vehicles - not as in his
own words - a ‘motorbike with an engine the size of a lawn
mower’. Unfortunately Phil’s big adventure was curtailed in
Kazakhstan - when the bike crashed and the nature of his
injuries meant he needed to come home before reaching his
goal. But we are very pleased to say that all is well, Phil is
fine and planning to do it again next year! We applaud his
undaunted spirit and are very grateful for the funds he’s
raised already for Himalayan community projects,. The whole
saga is on his blog www.philvsmongolia.blogspot.co.uk

Thanks to Kumar Shrestha, Pasang
Bomjan, and Valerie Parkinson who
won Exodus Leader awards the last
couple of years. The prize money has
been spent on our Himalayan Community
Support Projects.
Some of our local leaders have been
instrumental in managing many of
the projects. Keshar Khadka has
helped over the years with many of our
projects. Sukman Tamang supervises
the Thulopatel projects and Chewang
Sherpa supervises all the Danda Kharka
Projects. Sonam Chospel and Khenrab
Phuntsog have been instrumental in
providing the logistical support for our
Ladakh projects.
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and... everyone else not mentioned here
who has donated to any of our projects – big
thanks on behalf of everyone in Nepal.

e
If you have to bring wet wipes pleas
buy the natural, compostable and
chlorine/alcohol free wipes.

Four ways to donate
1
2

Online

You can donate online at: www.friendsofconservation.org.uk/donateform.asp?link=exodus
or visit Exodus at: www.exodus.co.uk/responsible-travel/our-partners-projects

Standing Order

Please consider paying by Standing Order as this helps to reduce our
administration costs. We will send a copy to your bank.

To the manager of (Bank/Building Society)

3
4

Address

Cheque

Please make payable to:

£

Friends of Conservation

Credit/Debit Card
If you would prefer to make a credit or debit card donation by phone,
please call 020 3667 7017

Postcode

Your details

Name(s) of account holder(s)

Title

First name(s)
Account
Number

Sort
code

Surname

Please pay Friends of Conservation,
Sort Code: 30-94-81, Account No: 01750076 the sum of:
Weekly
Commencing
Signature

Monthly

Date

Quarterly

/

/

Address

£

Postcode

Annually (tick Box)
until further notice.
Date

/

Telephone
/

Email

Please treat all my donations until further notice as Gift Aid. (tick Box)

If you are a UK Taxpayer, Friends of
Conservation will be able to claim an
additional 25p for every £1 you donate.

I confirm I have paid or will pay an amount of Income Tax and/or Capital Gains Tax for the current tax year (6 April to 5 April) that is at least
equal to the amount of tax that all the charities and Community Amateur Sports Clubs (CASCs) that I donate to will reclaim on my gifts for the
current tax year. I understand that other taxes such as VAT and Council Tax do not qualify. I understand the charity will reclaim 25p of tax on
every £1 that I have given.
Signature

Date

/

/

Please send completed form to: Friends of Conservation, 60 Strand, London

WC2N 5LR (Tel: 020 3667 7017)

If you have any queries or may be able to help in other ways, please email Valerie Parkinson valeriepark59@tiscali.co.uk our Kathmandu Base Manager.
(Please be aware that Valerie may be out leading treks at various times and may not always be able to respond to your email enquiries immediately; we appreciate your patience and
understanding if this occurs).

